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ABSTRACT
AV-pedestrian interaction will impact pedestrian safety, etiquette, and overall acceptance of AV technology. Evaluating AV-pedestrian interaction is challenging given limited availability of AVs and safety concerns. These challenges are compounded by “mixed traffic” conditions: studying AV-pedestrian interaction will be difficult in traffic consisting of vehicles varying in autonomy level. We propose immersive pedestrian simulators as design tools to study AV-pedestrian interaction, allowing rapid prototyping and evaluation of future AV-pedestrian interfaces. We present OnFoot: a VR-based simulator that immerses participants in mixed traffic conditions and allows examination of their behavior while controlling vehicles’ autonomy-level, traffic and street characteristics, behavior of other virtual pedestrians, and integration of novel AV-pedestrian interfaces. We validated OnFoot against prior simulators and Wizard-of-Oz studies, and conducted a user study, manipulating vehicles’ autonomy level, interfaces, and pedestrian group behavior. Our findings highlight the potential to use VR simulators as powerful tools for AV-pedestrian interaction design in mixed traffic.
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INTRODUCTION
Making the decision to cross a street is a demanding task for pedestrians. Even in today’s homogenous traffic where all vehicles have drivers, pedestrians may find street crossing difficult in dense traffic conditions where they may be unsure of the vehicle’s next action and the driver’s attentiveness. With the introduction of autonomous vehicles (AVs), a mixed traffic transition is expected wherein vehicles of all autonomy levels will occupy our streets [13, 31]. We expect mixed traffic conditions to pose challenges to pedestrians, drivers, and AVs, and to provide interesting interaction design opportunities.

At present, pedestrians have to focus on several elements while attempting to cross the street, including but not limited to traffic density, vehicle speed and distance, signals from drivers and vehicles [32, 33] and other pedestrians [23]. At unsignalized intersections, decision making can become more challenging as pedestrians have to rely heavily on vehicle and driver cues for their safety [22]. In mixed traffic, pedestrians will also have to gauge the awareness
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and intent of AVs which may be carrying distracted drivers or no drivers at all, further increasing the task difficulty.

To tackle the challenge of AV-pedestrian interaction, researchers have highlighted that it is important for AVs to communicate their awareness and intent to pedestrians using explicit interfaces [17]; that is, the vehicle acknowledging that it has seen the pedestrian, and providing cues on its next action. Past efforts were limited in scope to single vehicle-single pedestrian scenarios and stopped short of providing findings on ways in which AV-pedestrian interfaces may scale to complex mixed traffic scenarios [17].

We are interested in pedestrians’ decisions to cross streets when faced with mixed traffic. Past research has conducted naturalistic studies to examine pedestrian behavior in current homogenous traffic without AVs [25]. In contrast, AV-pedestrian research has primarily employed Wizard-of-Oz to provide the illusion of autonomous behavior [6]. Using Wizard-of-Oz to evaluate mixed traffic requires placing wizard-operated vehicles alongside manually-driven vehicles in real-world traffic conditions, which could be difficult and potentially dangerous for participants.

Parallel to past immersive driving simulators, we propose the use of pedestrian simulators in a novel context: the design and study of AV-pedestrian interaction in mixed traffic conditions. In this paper we present OnFoot: an immersive VR-based pedestrian mixed traffic simulator (Figure 1). OnFoot immerses pedestrians in mixed traffic conditions and allows researchers to examine their behavior in street crossing tasks while integrating novel AV-pedestrian interfaces and manipulating the autonomy level of the vehicles they encounter, the traffic and street characteristics, and the behavior of other virtual pedestrians. This paper outlines findings from three studies (design study, validation study, and mixed traffic study), and presents the OnFoot simulator and its use as an AV-pedestrian interaction design tool, enabling rapid prototyping and the safe evaluation of future AV-pedestrian interfaces in mixed traffic conditions.

RELATED WORK

The impact of mixed traffic on pedestrian behavior is mostly unexplored in the literature. We begin by pointing to a few instances of VR simulators that have recently been used to examine vehicle-pedestrian interaction both in current and autonomous traffic, which inspired the design of OnFoot. Then, we detail prior work on the factors influencing pedestrian behavior in current homogeneous traffic and overview some recent work that predicts future pedestrian behavior with the introduction of AVs. We considered these factors when designing mixed traffic conditions in OnFoot’s simulation environment.

Pedestrian Behavior at Crosswalks

Rasouli and Tsotsos [23] provide an in-depth overview of the factors that affect pedestrian behavior at crosswalks based on research into traditional vehicle-pedestrian and AV-pedestrian interaction. They categorize these into pedestrian factors and environmental factors. Pedestrian factors include pedestrian demographics, state such as their speed, abilities such as their estimation of speed and distance, characteristics such as their culture, and social factors such as group size. Environmental factors include traffic characteristics such as vehicle size, dynamic factors such as vehicle speed, and physical context such as weather. Amongst pedestrian factors, social factors such as group size have been shown to be a strong influencer of pedestrian behavior [23]. Rosenbloom examined the behavior of individual pedestrians at a traffic light intersection and found that people were more likely to break a red light when standing alone than when they were in a group [28]. We hypothesized that group behavior could have a similar effect on individual pedestrian behavior in mixed traffic and included it as a variable in the OnFoot simulator design.

Vehicle Communication with Pedestrians

Of particular importance to vehicle-pedestrian interaction research is the study of the communication between vehicles and pedestrians. This communication includes two types of cues: driver or pedestrian cues such as eye contact and hand gestures [11, 24] and vehicle cues such as its speed and stopping distance [32, 33]. In the AV-pedestrian interaction literature (such as in [17]), communication has received special attention since AVs will not have a driver on board to provide pedestrians with driver cues when they consider crossing a street.

A subset of these works employ motion-based vehicle cues to implicitly communicate AV behavior to pedestrians [1, 26, 29, 34]. However, as Rasouli and Tsotsos point out, there is evidence supporting the use of explicit communication cues beyond vehicle motion, such as by augmenting the vehicle with additional interfaces [23]. Lagström and Lundgren placed an LED strip on a car’s windshield and demonstrated that cues provided by the strip were useful for pedestrians making crossing decisions [15]. Mahadevan et al. placed interface cues of varying modalities such as visual and auditory cues, on the vehicle, the street, and the pedestrian [17]. They found that AV-pedestrian interaction could be improved by the introduction of such interfaces. Matthews et al. found that the use of an LED display with text and audio messages on a vehicle helped pedestrians understand the vehicle’s intent and trust it more [19]. Prior work provides further support for the inclusion of interfaces in AVs, for example, by adding warning displays [16], or an LED strip on the vehicle [9].

There is also recent work aimed at designing communication interfaces for AVs through VR. Chang et al. prototyped animated eyes on a vehicle and found that it increased participants’ feeling of safety and helped them make quicker crossing decisions [3]. Clercq et al. placed interface cues (such as an animated smile) on a vehicle and similarly found that it increased participants’ perception of safety [5]. Most recently, Deb et al. placed visual and auditory cues on an AV in an attempt to identify favorable visual and audito-
Evaluating AV-Pedestrian Interaction

When evaluating AV-pedestrian interaction, researchers have most strongly leaned on Wizard-of-Oz to provide the illusion of autonomy during studies [4, 15, 17]. For example, Mahadevan et al. assessed single vehicle-single pedestrian interaction by conducting their studies in a closed-off parking lot [17]. Lagström and Lundgren asked participants to stand at the curb and imagine being at an uncontrolled intersection [15]. With the recent availability of commercial-grade virtual reality headsets, it is now being used to study conventional vehicle-pedestrian interaction [2, 18, 20]. For instance, Deb et al. built a VR simulator and showed that it can offer an immersive study platform to study interaction from the perspective of pedestrian safety [7]. Recently, some researchers have begun using VR simulators to examine aspects of AV-pedestrian interaction. For example, researchers used VR to examine pedestrian attitude towards AVs [21], and the level of trust they demonstrate towards them [12].

Our work builds on these recent efforts, expanding them to support the simulation of complex mixed traffic conditions, pedestrian group behavior, and AV-pedestrian interfaces’ design and integration. To our knowledge, OnFoot is the first pedestrian immersive simulator supporting mixed traffic conditions, group pedestrian behavior, and enabling the design, integration, and evaluation of multimodal interfaces for AV-pedestrian interaction.

UNDERSTANDING MIXED TRAFFIC

Designing mixed traffic is difficult given the innumerable variables impacting a pedestrian’s crossing decision. To better understand what impacts pedestrians’ crossing decisions, we conducted a preliminary design study. Using a methodology inspired by Design Charrettes [27], we recruited 6 (male) participants in the age of 18-35 through word of mouth and asked them to prototype paper sketches of mixed traffic. The session lasted an hour and included 30 minutes of sketching and 30 minutes of group discussion.

For the sketching activity, participants paired up into three groups of two. Each group designed for scenarios in which AVs co-exist in mixed traffic. Participants were given 10 minutes to sketch their designs after which they presented them and received feedback.

Participants could customize their designs by adding: 1) types of pedestrians (regular, elderly, child, visually-impaired, and hearing-impaired), 2) types of vehicles (attentive driver in manual vehicle, distracted driver in manual vehicle, semi-autonomous SAE level 3 vehicle with a driver on board [30], and SAE level 5 vehicle [30] without passengers, and with passengers), 3) types of crosswalks (signalized crosswalk, crosswalk with stop sign), and 4) communication interfaces. We provided participants sample interface designs based on those proposed by prior work from Lagström and Lundgren [15] and Mahadevan et al. [17], but participants were free to create their own interfaces. Figure 2 shows a sample design.

Findings

We found that participants incorporated communication interfaces (such as an LED strip) on all semi-autonomous vehicles (SAE level 3 [30]), and AVs (SAE level 5 [30], with and without drivers) in mixed traffic. The communication interfaces varied between designs and included visual, auditory, and physical modalities. Further, interfaces were located both on the vehicle and as part of street infrastructure. While these findings are in-line with past research proposing interfaces for single AV-pedestrian interaction [3, 15, 17], our design study findings suggest that interfaces may continue to be important for mixed traffic. More importantly, our findings hint that semi-AVs can also benefit from interfaces as the driver’s actions may not be providing reliable cues on the vehicle’s state, awareness, and intent depending on the current autonomy level that is active.

DESIGNING AND VALIDATING ONFOOT

OnFoot is built using the Unity3D game engine and deployed on an Oculus Rift (Figure 1 and Figure 4). Informed by our preliminary design exercise and past literature, we designed the parameters of OnFoot (Figure 1). In our simulator we considered 19 factors under four categories. The initial set of variables relate to vehicle factors: vehicle autonomy, vehicle color, vehicle size, vehicle speed, vehicle slowdown characteristic at a crosswalk and stopping distance. The second set of variables relate to traffic and street characteristics: the number of vehicles on the street, traffic direction (one-way vs two-way), number of lanes, lane order of vehicles with different autonomy levels (fixed to specific lanes vs free flow), type of crosswalk intersection, type of street scene (rural vs urban environment), lighting conditions (day vs night), and weather (clear vs foggy). The third set of factors relate to pedestrians: group size, demographics, age and ability, and social norms. The final set of variables relate to interface prototypes for AVs as pro-
posed by Mahadevan et al. – vehicle-only, vehicle-street infrastructure, vehicle-pedestrian, and mixed [17].

In theory, OnFoot supports the manipulation of all these variables. However, from a practical standpoint, it is difficult to design a study that manipulates all of them, and so in practice we decided to first explore only a small subset of these factors based on evidence from past research on their importance. For instance, we were interested in group pedestrian behavior [23] and varied this in our studies. As mixed traffic is mostly unexplored in the literature, we varied the autonomy level of vehicles as a primary variable. We also varied the presence and type of AV-pedestrian interfaces to examine whether these interfaces, demonstrated to be effective in single AV-single pedestrian scenarios, would continue to be successful in supporting pedestrian crossing decisions in complex mixed traffic conditions.

Street and Traffic Characteristics
OnFoot’s street environment includes a two-lane, one-way unsignalized street with painted lines and a yield sign (Figure 5). We can vary the number of vehicles in each lane as well as their autonomy level through a script that spawns them. Each lane currently contains vehicles of the same autonomy level (e.g. all SAE level 3 semi-AVs [30] reside in one lane). Manually-driven and semi-AVs occupy the lane closest to participants, making the driver easy to spot in VR (Figure 3). AVs could occupy either lane.

Vehicle Behavior
We opted to use a mid-sized vehicle in OnFoot as it is a commonly seen vehicle size on today’s streets. We fixed its color to white to make it easy to spot in VR. Vehicle speed could be varied but was fixed at 50 km/h with small variations up to ±5 km/h to resemble organic traffic flow when multiple vehicles were on the road. To demonstrate mixed traffic, we added several vehicles to each lane. In mixed traffic, vehicles behind the front set of vehicles maintained a fixed following distance (~10 meters). When displaying stopping behavior, vehicles started slowing down when within 20 meters of the crosswalk, and fully stopped within 10 meters. When not stopping, vehicles maintained a fixed speed. These distances could be varied in OnFoot, while the car’s AI is based on pre-set rules such as stopping at crosswalks or when spotting pedestrians.

We manipulated vehicles’ autonomy levels in the mixed traffic study. Functionally, all vehicles in OnFoot drive in the same manner, but we modify the visual features of the vehicle to affect the perception of their autonomy level (see Figure 3). In manually-driven vehicles, we place a driver avatar in the vehicle. The driver performs one of two actions - scanning the road ahead through head and eye movement while in motion and initiating eye contact and initiating hand gestures with the participant when almost stopped. These actions are animations triggered based on the vehicle’s distance to the participant. In OnFoot’s current setting for semi-AVs (SAE level 3 [30]), the driver avatar stares at an electronic device at all times, regardless of whether the vehicle stops.

Pedestrian Characteristics
We placed AI-based virtual pedestrians (Figure 1) who crossed alongside participants in mixed traffic. Eight unique pedestrian models (varying in gender, ethnicity, and age) spawned near the participant in trials where we varied pedestrian behavior. We varied three conditions with respect to group pedestrian behavior. In the no-pedestrian condition, participants crossed the street by themselves. In the early crossers condition, the virtual pedestrians began crossing before vehicles fully slowed down at the crosswalk, while in the timely crossers condition, the virtual pedestrians waited until the vehicle almost stopped before crossing.

Interface Prototypes
We manipulated the presence (or lack thereof) of a communication interface in OnFoot. While several interface designs have been proposed in past work, we opted to test the mix of cue modalities (visual, auditory, and physical) and cue locations (on the vehicle, on the street, on the pedestrian) proposed by Mahadevan et al. [17]. Vehicle awareness was communicated upon seeing the pedestrian (fixed at 15 meters). When the vehicle planned to stop at the crosswalk, intent was communicated just before the vehicle fully stopped. We describe the AV-pedestrian prototypes we designed in OnFoot, below.

Vehicle-Only: incorporates a visual cue on the vehicle – an LED strip (Figure 1-E), and an auditory cue also on the vehicle. The LED strip shows 4 states: 1) red, indicating the vehicle is driving, 2) blue, indicating the vehicle sees a pedestrian, 3) green, indicating the vehicle is ready to stop, and 4) yellow, indicating the vehicle is slowing down.

Figure 3: Vehicle autonomy levels: 1) Manually-driven vehicle with attentive driver, 2) Semi-autonomous (SAE 3) vehicle with distracted driver, 3) Autonomous vehicle (SAE 5).
destrian, 3) green, indicating the vehicle is about to stop, and 4) yellow, indicating the vehicle is about to start. After spotting a pedestrian, the strip remains blue until the vehicle is about to stop at which point it turns green. The audio cue accompanies these states by sounding a message, “stopping” if the vehicle is about to stop, and “starting” if the vehicle is about to start.

Vehicle-Street Infrastructure: incorporates a visual cue on the street – a street LED (Figure 1-C) and an auditory cue on the vehicle. The street LED has 3 states: 1) red, indicating it is unsafe to cross, 2) green, indicating the pedestrian can cross, and 3) yellow, indicating vehicles on the street will start driving soon. The auditory cue sounds the message “I see you” when the vehicle sees a pedestrian, and “cross” when it is safe for pedestrians to cross. The auditory and visual cues are triggered simultaneously but the audio cue only plays once.

Vehicle-Pedestrian: incorporates an animated face on the vehicle (Figure 1-D), and haptic feedback through a smartphone on the participant (Figure 4-B). The animated mouth exhibits two states: 1) fixed, with the mouth resembling a blank face when the vehicle is driving, and 2) smiling, indicated by a smile when the vehicle stops.

Mixed: incorporates a physical cue on the vehicle through an animated hand (Figure 1-F), a visual cue through a street LED (Figure 1-C), and an auditory cue on the pedestrian through the headset (Figure 4-A). The hand stays idle unless the vehicle is about to stop, at which point it moves from side to side to resembling the hand wave of a driver. The street LED works exactly as described in the vehicle-street infrastructure interface, and the auditory cue plays a message, “I see you” if the vehicle notices a pedestrian.

Validating OnFoot
To assess the validity of our OnFoot simulator as a viable testbed for examining AV-pedestrian interaction, we conducted a single AV-single pedestrian validation study with setups similar to prior published work done in VR [3, 5, 8], and using Wizard-of-Oz [4, 15, 17]. The setup involved participants standing near a virtual crosswalk and making crossing decisions in the presence of a single AV with and without communication interfaces. By using a setup similar to prior studies, arriving at similar results would help verify that the simulator environment was effective.

Participants. We recruited 10 participants in the age range of 18-35 (8 male, 2 female), who were all students from a variety of backgrounds including engineering and computer science. Participants were recruited through posters placed on our university campus and word of mouth. They received a remuneration of $10 for their participation.

Study Tasks. We designed two tasks – Task 1, to familiarize participants with our virtual environment, and Task 2 – the validation experiment. In Task 1, participants observed sample scenarios of an attentive driver, an AV without a driver, and an AV with a randomly selected interface.

In Task 2, participants encountered 7 scenarios. In each scenario, there were 2 trials - one where the vehicle stopped and another where the vehicle did not (giving a total of 14 trials). In scenarios 1 and 2, participants faced a vehicle with a driver on board who demonstrated attentive (Figure 3-1) and distracted (Figure 3-2) behaviors respectively. In scenario 3, participants encountered an AV without a driver on board or an interface (Figure 3-3). Scenarios 1-3 appeared in a fixed order. In Scenarios 4-7, participants saw each of the four interface prototypes described earlier in a balanced manner. We also randomized stopping and not stopping trials in each scenario.

Participants provided two metrics in each trial (Figure 6). They recorded their level of comfort in crossing (a continuous measure) and their decision to cross when the car approached the crosswalk (a discrete measure). Participants recorded their comfort scores using a slider in the OnFoot VR environment. The slider could be modified using the Oculus Remote (Figure 4-B), from a score of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). At the start of every trial, we reset the slider score to 3 indicating neither comfort nor discomfort. Participants also recorded their decision to cross using the Oculus Remote. We provided visual feedback on their decision through a button in the virtual environment, which was red (by default) and green when electing to cross.

Study Procedure. We began each OnFoot validation study session by collecting demographic information through a pre-study questionnaire. To ensure that participants were not highly susceptible of becoming sick during the VR experiment, we asked them to complete a simulation sickness questionnaire (SSQ) [14]. Upon verifying that their score was below the sickness threshold, we briefed the participant about the experiment and began the study.

Next, we introduced participants to Task 1, which lasted five minutes. After observing the sample scenarios, we asked participants to reflect on the similarities and differ-

Figure 4: OnFoot Experimental setup: A – VR headset, B – Phone for physical cues (haptic feedback), C –Remote for providing comfort score and crossing decision, D – Virtual environment, E - Virtual pedestrians sharing the road with the participant.
ences between the real-world and the VR scene.

After Task 1, we introduced participants to Task 2 which lasted around 10 minutes. Figure 5-A shows a setup of the experiment. In each trial, a single vehicle spawned away from the participant, and during stopping trials, came to a stop in front of the crosswalk. The vehicle restarted after stopping for 5 seconds and drove away from the participant before respawning in the next trial.

At the end of the experiment, participants completed three questionnaires. We first elicited information about their confidence in the vehicle’s awareness and intent through 5-point Likert questions. Next, we asked participants to list a cue they found most useful and a cue they found least useful for each scenario (of 7). Finally, participants filled out a questionnaire comparing the four interface prototypes against our baseline scenarios. Participants first compared the four interface scenarios against Scenario 1 (featuring an attentive driver) and then compared the four interface scenarios against Scenario 3 (an AV without a driver or communication interface). They also stated whether awareness and intent were more important to them. After filling out the questionnaires, we conducted a short semi-structured interview with participants asking them about their experience. Each study session lasted under an hour.

Findings. From the post-study interview, we learned that all participants acknowledged awareness and intent to be important factors that affected their crossing decisions, but 6 out of 10 participants mentioned that intent was more important. Due to potential interdependence between questions about participant confidence in vehicle awareness and intent (in the 7 scenarios), we ran a multivariate repeated measures ANOVA (with Bonferroni Correction to adjust for 7 scenarios). We found that using interfaces significantly increased how confident pedestrians were in the vehicle’s awareness and intent (Wilks’ λ = 0.388, F(12, 106) = 5.357, p < 0.001). Participants felt significantly more confident in vehicle awareness with the vehicle-only (M: 3.7) and the mixed interfaces (M: 3.9), compared to the no driver scenario (M: 1.5; p < 0.001 and p < 0.004 respectively). Participants also felt significantly more confident in vehicle intent with the vehicle-only (M: 4.0) and mixed interfaces (M: 4.1) compared to the no driver scenario (M: 2.0; p < 0.008 and p < 0.008 respectively).

For participant comfort score data, due to the correlated and unbalanced nature of the data, we employed a Generalized Estimating Equation (with Bonferroni Correction) to assess scenario and condition effects. Our results show that there is a statistically significant scenario x condition interaction (χ²(6) = 48.494, p < 0.001). This means that the effect of each scenario (for example, no interface vs vehicle-only interface) varied between the vehicle’s stopping and not stopping conditions. Performing pairwise comparisons of the scenarios under the stopping condition, we found participant comfort scores for the vehicle-pedestrian (M: 3.44) and mixed interfaces (M: 3.53) were significantly higher than comfort scores for the no driver scenario (M: 2.46; p < 0.017 and p < 0.017 respectively).

In the post-study questionnaire, participants compared the interface conditions (Scenarios 4-7) to the baseline condition without a driver (Scenario 3). We found that participants preferred an interface in 3 of the 4 conditions (excluding the vehicle-pedestrian interface). From a score of 1-5 on the Likert scale (with 1 reflecting that the interface was significantly worse and 5 reflecting that the interface was significantly better), the scores were: vehicle-only (M: 4.8, SD: 0.42), vehicle-street infrastructure (M: 4.3, SD: 0.67), vehicle-pedestrian (M: 3.3, SD: 1.06), mixed (M: 4.6, SD: 0.51). When participants ranked the four interfaces and the baseline condition (Scenario 3) in order of preference, the vehicle-only interface and vehicle-street infrastructure interface received 4 out of 10 votes for first place. The baseline condition (Scenario 3) received 6 out of 10 votes for fifth place (last) while the vehicle-pedestrian interface received 4 out of 10 votes for fifth place.

Comparison with Prior Studies. Broadly, our validation study findings provide further support for the usefulness of AV-pedestrian interfaces in single AV-single pedestrian condition. These results are similar to those observed in the real-world Wizard-of-Oz studies and those conducted using VR simulators. More specifically, our study results are comparable to those found by Mahadaven et al. as we tested...
interfaces similar to those they proposed [17]. Although our metrics of measuring the success of interfaces are different, overall, similar to these works, we also found qualitative and quantitative support for the use of explicit interfaces to communicate vehicle awareness and intent to pedestrians.

EVALUATING MIXED TRAFFIC

Informed by the related work and having validated our simulator, we used OnFoot to prototype mixed traffic. We conducted a study aimed at understanding how pedestrians make crossing decisions in complex mixed traffic scenarios. We describe the details of our evaluation here.

Participants. We recruited 12 participants for this study in the age range of 18-45 (7 male, 5 female). Participants were recruited through posters placed on our university campus and word of mouth and received a remuneration of $20. Participants were students from different backgrounds – including engineering, computer science, and psychology.

Study Task. Participants were immersed in a virtual crossing environment for 40 minutes. During this period, we presented them with 90 trials, split into 3 sets of 30 trials each. In each set, participants saw 4 vehicles of two autonomy levels at a time. AVs (SAE level 5 [30]) appeared in each set, while manually-driven and semi-AVs (SAE level 3 [30]) appeared in one set each. Manually-driven and semi-AVs always appeared in the lane closest to the participant. Set 1 included manually-driven vehicles and AVs, Set 2 included semi-autonomous vehicles and AVs, and Set 3 included AVs in both lanes. In each set, virtual pedestrian behavior changed (none, early crossers, late crossers) every 10 trials. Within each pedestrian behavior (10 trials), we varied 5 interface scenarios (no interface, vehicle-only, vehicle-street infrastructure, vehicle-pedestrian, and mixed), each with 2 trials. Within each scenario (2 trials), we toggled stopping and not stopping conditions of the vehicles.

Since we manipulated 3 variables – sets of vehicles, pedestrian behavior, interfaces, and also randomized vehicle stopping condition, we achieved a partial balancing of learning effects. We generated one combination of 90 trials, from which we created a 3 x 3 Latin Square based on set order (Set 1-0-2, Set 2-1-0, Set 0-2-1). We recruited 12 participants so that 4 participants saw each set order.

Study Procedure. Figure 5-B shows our study setup. In each trial, 4 vehicles spawned away from the participant and during stopping trials, came to a stop in front of the crosswalk. The vehicles restarted after stopping for 5 seconds and drove away from the participant before respawning in the next trial. Similar to our validation study, participants filled out demographic information and completed the simulation sickness questionnaire [14].

Prior to the study task, participants wore the VR headset while we showcased some of the study conditions, including types of drivers (attentive, distracted), groups of pedestrians, and communication interfaces. After familiarizing participants with the setup, they completed Set 1 (trials 1-30) and completed a short questionnaire reflecting on the trials they experienced during the set. Similarly, they completed Set 2 (trials 31-60) and Set 3 (trials 61-90). At the end of the study, we interviewed participants on their experience in the simulator.

Sources of Data. In each study session of 90 trials, vehicles stopped at the crosswalk in 45 trials. We assessed participants’ crossing decisions for all trials when the vehicles stopped, yielding a total of 540 unique crossing opportunities (45 x 12). We determined the time difference between when the vehicles stopped at the crosswalk and when the participant first signaled their intent to cross using the remote. We used time difference and comfort score at the instant the participant decided to cross for the quantitative analysis. We also classified the time difference data from participants by placing them in one of three bins: early crossers, timely crossers, and late crossers. We recorded responses to mid-study questionnaires between sets (3 questionnaires in total) for each participant. We also recorded and coded our interview sessions.

Findings

Crossing Decisions and Comfort Scores. In our mixed traffic studies, 11 out of 12 participants crossed each time the vehicles stopped, while 1 participant crossed in 43 out of 45 trials. Of the two trials P10 did not cross in, one was by accident (and was expressed by them after the trial) and another was due to being faced with a semi-autonomous vehicle with a distracted driver on one lane and an autonomous vehicle without an interface on the other. To determine whether the presence of interfaces in the trials (appearing in 36 out of 45 trials per participant) affected when participants opted to cross, we conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA on participant comfort scores at the time of making the crossing decision. We found that participants reported significantly higher comfort scores when faced with an interface than without (F(1,11) = 7.597, p < 0.019). Performing a one-way ANOVA on time difference, we found that participants crossed before the vehicle stopped when they had interfaces (negative time difference) versus after the vehicles stopped when they did not have interfaces (F(1,11) = 15.875, p < 0.002). Table 1 shows the average values of our metrics between the interface and no interface conditions.

Mid-Study Questionnaires. Participants evaluated the usefulness of each of the following cues in making their crossing decisions: (1) vehicle motion, (2) cues on the vehicle, (3) cues on the street, (4) cues on the pedestrian, and (5) pedestrian behavior. 5-point Likert score results exhibit that for both awareness and intent information, vehicle motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface Conditions</th>
<th>No Interface</th>
<th>Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comfort (out of 5)</td>
<td>3.855</td>
<td>4.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Difference (s)</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
<td>-0.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Average comfort score and time difference for No Interface and Interface Conditions.
and cues on the vehicle were most useful while cues on the pedestrian (participant) were least useful. Participants also evaluated the usefulness of the 4 interface prototypes and cue modalities that consisted them. The vehicle-only interface was the most popular.

**Interviews.** We asked participants if they considered awareness and intent to be important. 10 out of 12 participants stated both to be important, while 2 out of 12 only believed one to be important. P13 said, “Usually, I don’t look for that (intent). If I know I’ve been seen (awareness), then it’s enough”. In contrast, P9 said, “Awareness can lead to intent, but not necessarily. Once you’ve seen me (awareness), what are you going to do (intent)?”.

**DISCUSSION**

In this section, we share design considerations and insight gained through the OnFoot pedestrian simulator, relating to the interplay between vehicles, pedestrians, and interfaces in mixed traffic scenarios.

**Using Pedestrian Simulators as a Design Tool**

In both OnFoot studies, all participants stated that the crossing experience in our simulator was similar to their real-world experience. For instance, P11 said, “When there was a real driver, I behaved basically the same as I would in the real world”. Similar quotes were echoed throughout our mixed traffic study. We see our OnFoot findings as further evidence that pedestrian simulators can be valuable tools to approximate real-world pedestrian behavior and could be immensely useful in research into mixed traffic.

From a researcher’s perspective, OnFoot’s VR environment offers incredible flexibility in study design. Adding a new testing variable is as simple as writing a few lines of code, as opposed to using Wizard-of-Oz. For example, redesigning or modifying the behavior of an AV-pedestrian interface prototype in VR can be done with ease, whereas in the real-world, a new implementation could be limited by hardware. VR also offers the ability to more accurately collect participant data in real-time, such as, for example, the time it takes to make a crossing decision or other qualitative measurements such as comfort level. Further, one of the defining characteristics of mixed traffic is scale – the number of vehicles and pedestrians on the street. In OnFoot’s VR environment there is comparatively no cost to scaling – which allowed us to revisit past research in more realistic and complex traffic conditions.

Arguably the most beneficial aspect of OnFoot usage of VR and the Unity3D game engine is its support for rapid prototyping and reproducibility of studies. For example, in our mixed traffic study, we ran 90 trials per participant, yet they were experienced in a similar way by all participants. It is also evident that many other equally interesting vehicle-pedestrian interaction problems could be featured in VR and validated with a high standard of realism. For example, in the longer-term future, if all vehicles are autonomous, it is possible that we may no longer need fixed intersections.

Such vehicles would be able to stop anywhere, at any time, creating dynamic intersections. Prototyping and testing such an idea in the real-world would be costly and prohibitively dangerous, but this future design scenario can be safely prototyped and tested presently in OnFoot.

**Designing Interfaces for Mixed Traffic**

Our results suggest that interfaces can help pedestrians navigate mixed traffic and make safe crossing decisions. However, how to design such interfaces while considering scale and mixed traffic is still an open question. We highlight some considerations that could support the design of future AV-pedestrian mixed traffic interfaces, below.

**Interface Locations.** While interface cues can be placed on the vehicle, the street, and the pedestrian [17], our mixed traffic study results suggest that the vehicle could be the best location for them. By endowing each vehicle with clear awareness and intent information in mixed traffic, pedestrians will be able to gauge individual vehicle awareness and intent and identify AVs from other vehicle types (especially if there are visual cues present). In mixed traffic, pedestrians will already be looking for driver cues from some vehicles, so placing interface cues on the vehicle makes it easier for pedestrians to decide whether to use information from a driver or an interface. However, their exact location on the vehicle is still not clear. We had success with placing the LED strip on the vehicle’s windshield, but some participants felt the animated smile was misplaced in its location near the vehicle’s grill. P5 said, “I didn’t find it obvious enough. Plus, you had to actually look down at the car, and in the U.K., we have number plates on the front as well.”

If required, cues could also be placed on the street, which received support from 9 out of 12 participants. We suggest that street cues only be used at busier intersections where it may be hard for pedestrians to gauge each individual vehicle’s awareness and intent. However, pedestrians would have to trust that AVs are well integrated and accurately base their actions on street infrastructure in order for such cues to be effective. This is a shift from today’s traffic lights, which are a rule of the road, but are occasionally broken by drivers. P10 points out, “The idea I got was it said that it was safe to stop, but it didn’t feel like the cars were basing their decision on that. It’s more of a rule than definitive action”.

**Cue Modalities.** Our results also support the use of visual and auditory cues in mixed traffic. While there are many visual cues that one could use to denote vehicle awareness and intent, the LED strip seemed to provide cues clearly distinguishing awareness and intent information through colors and animation. In mixed traffic, this would allow pedestrians to recognize if, for example, a single car in a fleet of AVs fails to acknowledge them. However, visual cues, especially if they are colors, have to correctly and unambiguously reflect vehicle awareness or intent. For example, we designed the colors red and green on the LED strip in the OnFoot cues to indicate that the vehicle was not
stopping and stopping, respectively. However, some participants found it counterintuitive, since brake lights are usually red and indicate that the vehicle is stopping.

There was also positivity towards auditory cues especially in mixed traffic with several vehicles. P11 said, “Even though the street LED turned green, I waited until both cars said ‘cross’ till I decided to cross”. However, we think that scale and mixed traffic both present major challenges for the usage of auditory cues. While they could support pedestrians with visual impairment or distracted pedestrians, auditory cues may be drowned out by the sheer number of vehicles on streets in mixed traffic, especially in more crowded cities. Further, ambient noise which we did not include in our current OnFoot scenarios, could also drown out auditory cues. However, we think they can still be used along with dedicated street infrastructure in busier intersections, assuming all AVs in its vicinity will adjust their actions based on it.

Crossing Strategies in Mixed Traffic
Since we examined pedestrian behavior in mixed traffic through the OnFoot VR simulator, we cannot claim that the strategies participants developed to deal with mixed traffic will directly map to the real-world. However, our preliminary findings suggest that pedestrians deal with mixed traffic by assessing the types of vehicles on the road as well as how much information they provide them and adjust their behavior accordingly. We classified most participants (9 out of 12) as timely crossers - they waited for vehicles to fully stop before crossing – irrespective of the types of vehicles, interfaces, or pedestrian behavior they encountered. We now discuss some factors that may affect pedestrian behavior based on our mixed traffic study.

Influence of Group Vehicle Behavior. The composition of traffic based on vehicles’ autonomy level may have played a role in pedestrian crossing strategy. Although we did not find statistical significance supporting this, our classification of crossing decisions shows that participants made more early crossing decisions in the presence of manually-driven vehicles with attentive drivers in one lane and AVs in the other (68 out of 538) versus when there were vehicles with a distracted driver (48 out of 538) in one lane. We also found individual instances through video analysis where participants made improper decisions based on the mix of vehicles present. For example, one participant crossed the street when faced with an AV that communicated it was safe to cross through an interface, alongside a vehicle with a distracted driver who also slowed down and stopped but did not explicitly communicate. P11 said, “So there I saw the smiley face and decided to cross, but then I realized that the other car had a distracted driver. I could have definitely endangered my life”. Even though the participant had a clear view of both vehicles, their decision to cross was made by observing the AV, hinting at an overreliance that pedestrians may develop on AVs that behave predictably.

In another instance, an AV indicated that a participant could cross via an interface, but the participant waited until a vehicle next to it with a driver also explicitly communicated its intent to stop before crossing. Here, the distrust of human-driven vehicles (with drivers inside who could be distracted or make mistakes) may have prevented the participant from crossing quickly.

In our studies, we included the scenario of a distracted driver inside the vehicle, making it ambiguous for participants to identify the vehicle’s autonomy level. While some participants interacted with the vehicle in mixed traffic as though the driver was distracted, others assumed that the vehicle was autonomous at that instant. This highlights a potential problem of semi-AVs sharing the road in mixed traffic, as our design exercise predicted – the difficulty for pedestrians to assess who is in control of the vehicle’s operation. Such vehicles could allow varying levels of disengagement from the driving process [30]. For example, some may require the driver to periodically place their hands on the steering wheel [10]. Especially during their introduction, pedestrians may not be used to the idea of drivers appearing so distracted in semi-AVs. For example, P3 said, “I’m pretty skeptical about software bugs in autonomous vehicles, but distracted drivers were scarier”. While prior work and our results suggest that full AVs (SAE level 5 [30]) will need to communicate with pedestrians, we think the same will extend to semi-AVs (SAE level 3 [30]). Similar to the ideas suggested by Lagström and Lundgren [15], we think such SAE level 3 semi-autonomous vehicles will need to indicate whether they are running autonomously at any given moment, and if so, would need to communicate in a manner similar to fully autonomous vehicles.

Influence of Interfaces. Vehicles with and without interfaces also impacted pedestrians’ crossing strategy in mixed traffic. 11 out of 12 participants explicitly stated in the interview that seeing vehicles without interfaces made them more careful when crossing. When seeing both vehicles with distracted drivers and AVs without interfaces, the issue became exacerbated as both vehicle types did not explicitly communicate with the participant.

Influence of Group Pedestrian Behavior. Although our quantitative evaluation of the impact of group pedestrian behavior on participant scores did not yield significant results, 6 out of 12 participants cited their presence as a factor which may have influenced their crossing strategy. P12 said, “I just followed the other pedestrians’ actions. You can feel social pressure. If people are waiting, you are going to wait, but if you are alone, you can make the decision and not be observed.” Though a minor difference, participants made crossing decisions earlier (64 out of 538) when other pedestrians also crossed slightly earlier, compared to when there were no other pedestrians (55 out of 538) or timely crossers (54 out of 538). However, we emphasize that not all our participants felt that pedestrians impacted
their decisions. P5 said, “I would rather rely on my own eyes than follow other pedestrians blindly”.

Limitations
In this work, we provide a first exploration of AV-pedestrian interaction design in mixed traffic conditions using OnFoot, an immersive VR pedestrian simulator. There are some initial limitations, however, that need addressing. We recruited a small sample size of participants and focused on a specific setting – unsignalized crosswalks. Participants were not allowed to physically walk across the street, which may have caused them to cross more often in our simulator. In real-world crossing, many factors such as speed or stopping distance of vehicles could vary (“There is more randomness in real life such as a guy who speeds up or a guy who cuts red lights” [P8]). Capturing such intricacies of the real-world is a challenge in virtual environments and could have some impact on the results. The technical limitations of our Oculus Rift realization of OnFoot may also have had an effect on participant crossing – such as its inability to provide a wide field of view, its display resolution making it difficult to gauge distances of vehicles from afar, and its poor sound localization. These are all aspects that people could gauge more easily in the real world. Despite these shortcomings, our findings indicate that participants thought OnFoot provides a fairly realistic representation of the crossing task.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our paper highlights the complexity of AV-pedestrian interaction in mixed traffic conditions, and the challenges of designing, prototyping and evaluating in this space. Due to the difficulties of conducting mixed traffic studies in the real-world, we propose an immersive VR pedestrian simulator as a potential platform for exploring the complexities of pedestrian interaction design in mixed traffic. We conducted an initial design study to better understand the design space of a simulator for mixed traffic scenarios. Informed by our design study, we implemented OnFoot, an immersive VR simulator integrating a set of interfaces for communicating AV awareness and intent information to pedestrians. We explored the viability of OnFoot as a valid testbed by replicating past studies in a single AV-single pedestrian validity study. Our validity study results confirmed prior study results about the usefulness of communication interfaces in single AV-single pedestrian interaction. We then performed a formal mixed traffic study using OnFoot and provide a first examination of AV-pedestrian interaction in complex mixed traffic conditions. Our mixed traffic study findings highlight that the explicit use of interfaces for the communication of awareness and intent from all vehicles could be essential for pedestrians facing mixed traffic. Further, our findings suggest an interplay between vehicle autonomy levels, interfaces, and pedestrians which influence pedestrian crossing behaviors.

There are several directions for future work. In our current work, we explored a subset of factors that can affect pedestrian behavior at a crosswalk. In the future, we would like to explore a larger subset of factors such as vehicle size and speed, all easily supported by OnFoot. In addition, to improve the realism of our immersive simulator, we would like to explore allowing participants to physically walk across the street using room-level tracking, investigating two-way streets as well as more radical views of future streets and pedestrianization approaches. We also plan to scale our OnFoot VR simulator to augmented reality, enabling studies in naturalistic settings, on physical roads, but with physical vehicles replaced by synthetic ones.

We expect the challenges of mixed traffic to become evident on our roadways in the near future. Our work highlights how this interaction design opportunity can be pursued using a pedestrian VR simulator as a design and evaluation testbed, and hence, alleviate the safety and accessibility limitations posed by real-world testing.
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